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gem FROM THE DESK OF THE EDITOR 

AXTT 

Other than the presidential race, of the voters. The largest misconception 

perhaps the biggest disappointment of this was that the ammendment was designed 

election year was the defeat of the tran- to let state money be used to bail out 
sportation referendum. It was defeated by Milwaukee’s bus system. Although the 

almost a two to one margin. media in the state advised to the contrary, 

the stigma remained. 
The referendum simply states, ‘Shall 

article VIII, section 7 (2) (a) and section We feel that saving the rail service to 
10, of the constitution be ammended to small towns with state money is necessary 
broaden the existing authority under to protect industry in rural Wisconsin. If 

which state funds may be appropriated for the fear of bailing out city bus systems 
highways, for airports and for port persists the ammendment should be 
facilities to apply, generally, to the rewritten to include only the state’s 

development, improvement and con-_ railroads. Let the voters decide seperately 

struction of transportation facilities?” It on the issue of busses and railroads instead 
allocated no money, instead it would have of lumping them together and watching 
allowed the legislature to do so within the the referendum fail time and time again. 

constitution of the state. 

Until a revised referendum can be put 

Need for the ammendment arises from up to state voters, we urge that the state 
discontinuing rail and bus service to small legislature do everything possible under 

towns. Within the last five years, 56 the existing state constitution to finan- 
Wisconsin communities have lost rail cially help railroads keep service to small 
service and an uncounted number of jobs towns. We feel that the revenue from in- 
due to factories forced to close down. dustriesthat may otherwise be forced to 
Without state and matching federal funds, leave the state due to inadequate freight 
682 miles of track are threatened with service will make up for money spent on 
abandonment. subsidizing rail service. 

—The Editor 

The referendum was designed to help 
smaller cities keep existing bus and rail The opinions expressed herewithin are intended 
service. So why did it lose by such large _ to be representative of the editorial staff of the 

margins in rural areas. We can only hope Wisconsin Engineer not necessarily of the College 
this was due to misinformation on the part of Engineering or the University of Wisconsin 

system. We welcome your comments, pro or con. 
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Charles Lindbergh ’ 

Engineering Student 

by Brian Higgins 

Does school get you down? Do you Apart from his motorcycle, Lind- him...but refused to hand in written 

think you can’t possibly stand another _ bergh found little else of interest in reports of his work, saying: ‘‘Why 

semester of calculus, physics or college. He did join ROTC rifle team write it up? I can’t teach the in- 

engineering classes? Well you’re not and soon became the best shot. On _ structors anything.” (1) 

alone. One of the University of many ocassions he scored fifty The campus of Charles Lindbergh 
Wisconsin’s most famous engineering consecutive bullseyes, winning the 
students, Charles Lindbergh, dropped competition. Being an extremely shy we gy 

out after only three semesters in and quiet student, his extracurricular . __ 

mechanical engineering. activities were extremely limited. ee 

In September of 1920, Lindbergh One of the few class activities Lind- on . te. ‘ ; 

rode his motorcycle down to Madison _ bergh did take part in was the “bag a ae 
from his hometown of Little Falls, rush.” In this traditional competition, “ - 

Minnesota, and arrived late for between engineering freshmen and r i ps 

registration. His keen interest in sophomores, fifteen hugh sacks : Se ae po gt 

machinery led him to study stuffed with straw were lined up on —— 
mechanical engineering. Wisconsin the field that is now the Memorial ns 

was the logical choice since it had the Union. The object of the contest was ? = . 

best engineering school in the area. to get as many sacks as possible back . is wei Pe Bs 

Lindbergh lived on the top floor of _ to your siee of the field. Winning was " * ee | 

an apartment at 35 North Mills Street made easier by throwing as many aoe po 

with his mother, who taught at members of the other class into the * = 2 

Emerson Junior High School. lake and battling in the mud with the . 

Two of Lindbergh’s closest friends, remaining few. Records show the a 

Delos Dudley and Richard Plummer freshmen were more victorious : tal sa 

shared not only his interest in the year Lindbergh helped out. i : | 

engineering but also his first love, Although he was on the winning ss ; os 

motorcycles. He spent much of his side in the ‘‘bag rush”, Lindbergh _ , 

time in Dudley’s basement workshop. seemed to be fighting a losing battle “ , : | 

While the weather was good, they in the classrooms. He barely ng ee 

spent much of their free time roaming struggled through his first year, ‘ all be ke 

the countryside. failing an English course and even ~ ; & ay | 

Lindbergh soon became an expert having problems passing physical a 

at riding his cycle down Bascom Hill education. His engineering courses . 

and jumping Park Street. When interested him but the tedious Charles Lindbergh as he appeared 

winter came they built ice boats to assignments did not. Dudley was later fe ‘i Mester Engineering 

race on Lake Mendota. One boat was to comment, ‘‘..I never worked with a on man at the University of 

powered by a motor driven propeller smarter man, yet he continually got isconsin in 1921, 

designed by the three engineering failing marks...Lindbergh did more 

freshmen. in the courses which interested 
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An honorary engineering degree was presented to His wife was also a flyer. They flew many missions 
Lindbergh a year after his famous Paris flight. together. 

was quite different from what it is decides that he will do it in class, study. At 10 o’clock, with formulas today. Bascom Hill contained the slams his book shut and is off tomake and elements playing tag through his entire campus except for the college up for a light breakfast. In the math brain, he sets the alarm, places it out of Agriculture. Engineers attended class he works one of the examples of reach, and goes to bed, hoping that classes in the old engineering building and copies four; then happily devotes ‘Louie’ will leave a few answerable (now education) and Science Hall. his attention to the feasibility of questions on the exam paper.” (2) Directly across “‘the hill” sat the law _ sniping a hat through the window with 
building. This added excitement to a piece of chalk...a chemistry quiz is 
the engineering student’s life since scheduled for the next day. Therefore Lindbergh continued to muddle the rivalry between the ‘plumbers’ from 3:30 to 10, with the exception of a through in his sophomore year. His and ‘shysters’ was at its peak. few minutes for supper, he attempts mother had to often visit his | 

While a student, Lindbergh wrote to make up for six weeks’ neglected professors to plead with them to be one essay entitled ‘“‘A Day in the 
University Life of an Engineer’. It 
gives a good picture of Lindbergh’s 
life. 

‘\..At exactly 7:15 the alarm rings “ é 
in the room of a freshman engineer. It ' ie a , = 
continues to ring. When the noise ~ sig at 
becomes unbearable, he crawls from / on pm} ‘Ouis am bed, muffles the offending machine in a ae ee 
the quilt, and becomes sufficiently |) © ii ii A \ ee Gy ay, 
awake to commence dressing. By ee gigas - fr : i Hit ” t ay 
quarter to eight he rushes to the lunch “ - ll ~._! A ih, A G 
counter, and by 8:02 bursts into the mS pti oT Wl Perea m lal ge at ; 
room of his 8 o'clock, just in time to ‘i Bi as a ae answer roll call. Fifteen minutes later [ie ; eg et 

he becomes conscious that a lecture is BR iPM aM aia Mos eal acl acorn oe ql ba 
being given in the same room... At 11 (GES Sustain rie 4 3 
he starts for his room with a firm [sg aten wae 
resolve to study math. On the way he i Bas at oro % . ; 
meets a Madison milkman who is just }j@ Pm a sh eae ee cee fl ; beginning his morning round. The [goo sigimre then suena Cie cach 
Cardinal is on the porch. He looks it gym é ies aaa an ae Ao oe WME 2h 
over while his roommate tells about "== ~ ee a . last night’s party. Then it is time to Lindbergh is shown here with his plane, the Spirit of St. Louis, before 
eat. He glances hastily at his math, starting on his transatlantic flight. 
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easy on her son. It was to little avail, Without his knowledge, Dudley 
as Lindbergh’s interest in school had written to several flight schools 
waned. The prospect of working as an and presented the information to him. 
engineer in an office or factory Since his grades showed no signs of 
became less and less appealing to improving, Lindbergh picked out the 
him. He tried to decide what he flight school that interested him most. 
wanted to do the rest of his life. In the spring of 1922, he was off to ‘ 
Aeronautics interested him but Lincoln, Nebraska and flight training. se 
Wisconsin offered little in this area. The rest is history. On May 21, 4 
His love of machines had him con- 1927, Charles Lindbergh become the , ae 
sidering becoming a mechanic. He hero of a whole generation by being Ee = ag" : 
even entertained some crazy idea of _ the first tofly nonstop from New York ee | 

learning to fly. to Paris. One year later, he received = a4 
Over the Christmas break of his anhonorary engineering degree from Wat...) 

Freshman year, a group of Nor-_ the University of Wisconsin. r 
wegian engineering students con- So if your classes aren’t working . j 
structed a ski-jump from Muir Knoll out too well, why not fly from New 
onto Lake Mendota. Lindbergh had York to Paris? You too might receive 
always loved being a daredevil on his an honorary engineering degree. 
motorcycle and thought the ski-jump 

was a real challenge. During the 

winter of his sophomore year he (1) The Wisconsin State Journal, 

planned to ride his motorcycle down May 22,1927,p.4 
the jump and fly out onto the lake, (2) The Wisconsin State Journal, 
land upright and race across the ice. June 1, 1927, p.8 
He needed only to devise a way of Lindbergh as he appeared shortly 
getting his motorcycle to the top of the before his death in 1974. 

foo platform. Fortunately he, Bran Higgins is & Junior in 
8° i \puing Mechanical Engineering from Brook- 

stunt, his attention was diverted to ‘ 
as . field, Wis. 

another idea- flying school. 

WORK OVERSEAS 
J geen: FOR THE U.S.GOVERNMENT!! 

Next time. Le — all fields — a few months, or permanent 
ce , . positions. Europe - Japan - Africa - Australia - 

you see 8 It’s a spewing smoke- South Pacific - Far East - South America. The 
stack. It’s litter in the ae: Government is he tages employer of 

= ~ » * mericans overseas oO allow you the op- 

someone ripe ore s a river where portunity to explore working for the U.S. Govern- 
il tin sh can’t live. ment overseas, the following book has been 

po uring, You know what pollu- researched and written. “HOW TO GET A JOB 
int €ion is. OVERSEAS WITH THE UNITED STATES 

a PO But not everyone does. Bloyrieny tequariante and aowsiter 0 19 at 
it out. So the next time you see ferent U.S. Government Agencies in complete 

a pollution, don’t close your detail..... and you will be told whom to contact at 
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ge y. = f ployment opportunities. Also complete in- 
[8 Write a letter. Make a formation on: 

oe call. Point it out tosomeone * Teaching Opportunities re a . . : ‘© Complete intormation on the Peace Corps- 
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ff. re. A Public Service of This Newspaper & fi! ” $4.00 (cash, check or money order) payable to 

i ree eS ae Maes The Advertising Council Bunci the Overseas Collegiate Research Institute, 1727 
ee ar ae Scott Road, Suite C, Burbank, CA. 91504. Add 
i re 50° for mailing. 
( 2 / Es If dissatisfied with your book for any reason within 30 days, return 
EOS si it for a full refund, no questions asked. 
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MEET 

Dexter Engenbessel, Hngineer 

_ Ces. 

_- CC 

ee . 
__. rll Fas - _ This is Dexter Eigenbessel, 

oe = a Hee is employed as a ball bearing 
os _ !. 2s. at =e designer for a Midwestern company 

wm Ce ~—_Csthat assembles off-shore oil drilling 
ae a Oe ae rigs. He lives in a modest 3-story 

‘ f oe a. =~ apartment with his wife, Blanche, and 

oe MS 6250, fae ert — three children (they're expecting a 
ea << ey, & Le —— _. second). His favorite leisure time 

_eo TENE po | te activities are watching Star Trek and 

‘ oe —— CC working out solutions for complex 

Fe 2 = 2 Pala nonlinear differential equations. 

tee ee Several other members of his 
family are also engineers. His father, 

— 2 2 ere eee for instance, headed the famed 

-_ Be _ @ _ Tacoma Narrows Bridge Project. 

a 2= hr—OUurBNW le _ Okay, Dexter isn’t real, but 

en 7 engineers do have jobs, lifestyles, and 
_ _. | SS ea _ interests that are a bit different than 

» ==. SS a , Se We at The Wisconsin Engineer 

>» —  @ £#323§= : x 4 —. - J know this. We have articles on recent 

s << eg Bey ta _ engineering developements, reports 
+ “8. Ll YS | oo - about some outstanding research 
g i , fg Ll ~ / ae projects, and even some occasional 

e uo, tage “ee a ah: a. ____ humor. And we do our best to make it 
@ - ee as —<—— ee most interesting and appealing to 

6 Me. . ia ls 3 . today’s engineers. 
tl o Peed Be agit ae Because we think engineers are 

He Reads the Wisconsin Engineer 

The Magazine For, About and By Engineers 
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Computer Modeling: 

by Irene Piatek 

In many of the sciences, such as of research instruments. In the can give a display of how the in- 
physics and chemistry, models are future, as models become better and dividual quantities being represented 
made to represent complex concepts modeling of physiological systems are varying with time. A digital 
and ideas. The same is true in becomes more and more exact, the computer, in contrast, is usually 
Biomedical Engineering. First of all, field of clinical and laboratory expensive and slow in solving dif- 
a model is something that simplies engineering should grow larger. ferential equations. One advantage of 
conceptual problems, either by Basically, there are two types of the digital computer combines the 
words, diagrams, equations, or models, the physically based model best of both. It uses the continuous 

computers. It is an ideal system, but and the black box model. The generation of functions of the analog 

faithful to verifiable, real behavior; it physically based model uses component and the precision and data 

is internally consistent and operates equations and terms individually storage of the digital component. 
according to valid mathematical or related to the parts of the system There is one major problem that must 
physical laws. The system being being modled, while the black box be overcome before the hybrid is of 
studied, are sometimes revealed typeuses inputand output signals of a any use. This problem lies in the 
when its behavior differs from the system or subsystem to express its difference in computing speeds of the 

ideal system. action as a transfer function. The two component computers. Since the 

In Biomedical Engineering, physically based type is preferable, analog continuously generates the 
modeling can be defined as the but it usually gives more complex function, the digital must sample 
simulation of a physiological function models. The mathematical this function and then solve the ap- 
by means of a computer or techniques most often employed in propriate equations. Oftentimes, 
mathematical equation. The purpose studing physiological systems in- because the digital performs its 

of this process is to duplicate the clude: operations in sequence, the equations 

conditions under study, and to try 1) ordinary differential and cannotbe solved in real time. In other 

experiments that would otherwise be  difference-differential equations words, if something is not done to 

harmful or damaging to the human 2) digital simulation languages overcome this problem, the digital 
body. There are three basic ap- 3) probability and statistics computer would fall farther and 

plications: 4)system theory farther behind the data comimg in 
1) research - most common, 5) graphical methods from the analog computer. However, 

2) teaching - on the increase, with The basic tools used in computer the hybrid computer also has one 
special modeling are the analog, digital and major advantage over either of the 

equipment and_ special hybrid computers. The analog two components. It can divide the 
packaged computer is the most economical way problem into two parts, each com- 

programs, to solve many of the differential puter doing the part to which it is best 
3) clinical and laboratory - equations, which are the first ap- Suited. Using the computer, it is 

limited, use of proximations to dynamic biological possible to simulate and study 
simple, empirical models. systems. Another feature it has, is complex and detailed systems. 

In Biomedical Engineering today, that the input, intermediate, and Here at the University of 
research is the largest area of pur- output voltages are analogs and Wisconsin - Madison, under the 
suit, invloving computer modeling of measures of quantities in the direction of Prof. V.C. Rideout, three 
biological systems and development biological problem. An oscilloscope graduate students; Ira Rampil, John 
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Electrocardiograph printouts can help researchers 

determine the health of the baby and determine to what 

extent the treatment is working. 

Slate, and Ashok Gupta, are using the equivalent of the system (circulatory cooling down stops the heart and 
digital and hybrid computers, in Rm. system - tubes and pump ) 2) convert allows the 45 - minute operation to 
1011 of the Engineering Research jtto the electrical analog (schematic) proceed. John is studying the 

Building, to study the circulatory 3) write the state equations of the metabolic needs during the process, 

system of a one year old infant and system ( solved with Euler In- theshivering phenomena afterwards, 
one with a birth defect known as tegration ). The analog component of and the type of incubator that is best 
Transposition of the Great Arteries. the hybrid computer generates the for these children after the procedure 

This is being done in conjunction with wave functions of pressure and flow, has been completed. This work is 
Dr. E.H. Blackstone in the Depart- while the digital component solves the being done primarily with a digital 

ment of Surgery at the University of fourteen differential equations computer. 
Alabama School and Medical Center. simultaneously. Ashok Gupta is studying the 

In this condition, the blood returns to Prof, Rideout and Ira Rampil have _ operation itself, and the effects of the 
the heart in the normal manner, but golyed the problems of time dif- body on the baffle. After a period of 
the blood does not get sent to the lungs ference in the hybrid computer in a__ time, fatty deposits and other non- 
to be oxygenated and then sent back nique way. The digital computer useful blood solids buildup on the soft 
through the heart and then to the samples the analog output every 1/25 _ baffle and slowly cause it to stiffen. 

body. Instead, there is one system in of a second and does its computing. The efficiency, as time passes, is also 

which the blood is pumped only since it takes longer than realtime to an area of concern. He is also trying 
through the lungs, and another in do the computations, whenever the to answer the question of how old the 
which the blood is pumped only qigital computer gets behind, the child will be, before the old baffle will 
through the body. ( The pulmonary analog generation is temporarily have to be replaced with a new one. 
artery and the aorta are transposed; halted and resumes when the digital This has to be done, because as the 

switched. See picture of heart) is ready to accept more data (known child grows, the heart does also, but 
Usually accompanying this defectisa ag a time optimal system). the baffle does not. This part of the 

hole in the septum ( the space bet- The way in which the system has _ study is nearing completion. 
ween the two upper chambers of the heen modeled is as follows: the Ira Rampil is studying the model 
heart) and if one is not there at birth, normal circulation was first deter- itself (and improving it): what the 

one will be placed there, so there is mined andstudied, then the abnormal _ pressure waves look like compared to 
some exchange of blood between the system, and finally the corrective the actual ones seenina real baby. As 

two systems, so that the baby will procedure. The wave forms that were it is now, the model compares very 
live. produced have been studied, and the well with the real function. The 

At about one year of age, the defect model is constantly being improved waveforms the computer is putting 
can be corrected by placing a y- as more data is obtained. out are in agreement with what is 
shaped Dacron baffle between the two Presently, John Slate is studying taking place in the body. There is an 
upper chambers of the heart. The the hypothermic reactions of the advantage with the model, however. 
procedure is known as the Mustard baby, during and after the operation. By adjusting heart rate, or ‘cutting’ a 

operation. The operation itself involves lowering major artery, or ‘adding’ or 

The procedure for studying and the baby’s body temperature to 35°F, ‘removing’ too much blood, the ‘baby’ 
modeling a physiological system is as _ so that the body requires less oxygen canbe made to ‘die’ on the computer, 

follows: 1) take the mechanical while the heart is stopped. This whereas in real life, this would be 
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(a) (b) 

With the computer, researchers can give the baby congenital heart 
defects such as these missing valve and heart wall defects shown above. 

very much frowned upon. 1) Neural Modeling 
Other work that is waiting to be 2) Muscle Modeling 

done is that of adding other 3) Prosthetic and Life Assist 
parameters to the already existing Device Modeling 
model. These could possibly include: 4) Mass Transport 
studying the effect that breathing has 5) Thermoregulatory Systems 

on the pressure and flow of blood; how 6) Cell Dynamics 
CO2 content or pH factor affect the 7) Epidemic Modeling 
pressures and flows; and what effect 8) Ecological Modeling 

the kidney function has. All these 9) Hospital Organization, 
would improve and make the model Management, and Health e 
more accurate. Services Modeling 

One possibility, for the future in 10)Physiological Control a KO 
Biomedical Engineering, would be to Systems carn 0 aan 2D 

take all of the studies done on the 11) Body Motion Simulation 4 a To iat 06, 

various systems of the human body 12) Pressure-Flow or Momentum CAVA a ee 
and to put it all together and have a Transport Q (ES lS 
‘human being’ on the computer. This 13) Chemical Reaction Modeling 6 OS ——— 

has unlimited possibilities for ex- 14) Population Dynamics wae 
perimentation and study. In the near 15) Genetics and Chromosome 7 | kEET cee 
future, it has been suggested that, Mapping Neate \ —_ 

here at Madison, 100,000 micro- 16) Medical Diagnosis Modeling . al ey 

processors be connected in parallel, 17) Medical Education System oe 

to produce a computer that would Modeling J ewan 

have all the advantages of both the In the future, these will be the fields 

analog and digital computers and that will be of most interest and  pjagram shows the makeup of a 

none of the drawbacks. The current growth. healthy heart. 
estimate of the cost of such a com- 
puter is about equivalent to that of a —————_—_—_—_—__—_~ 
good digital computer today. ...Irene Piatek is a sophomore 

Computer modeling has a wide electrical engineering student from 

range of possible applications today, Menomonee Falls, Wis. She is in- 

in almost any field imaginable. Some terested in circuit design and 
ob these include: biomedical engineering. 
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D.C. Power Transmission 
by Mike Stemper 

DC Transmission Comes Back 

In its infancy, electrical research important. AC systems can use is mined in Minot will generate the 
was all DC (direct current). The first transformers to change voltages power that will be transmitted to 
electric power system, built on Pearl between generation, transmission, Minneapolis. In addition to these DC 
St. in New York by Thomas Edison in distribution, and use. There is no DC__ installations in the U.S., there are 
1882, was a DC system. equivalent of the transformer, about a dozen other DC links around 
The invention of the transformer limiting a DC system to one voltage. the world, with more planned. 

allowed AC voltages to be changed This means that DC systems are The heart of a DC system is the 
simply and efficiently. Combined with point-to-point with no use of the bridge converter. The circuit 
the polyphase induction motor, which _ electricity between the points. diagram of a converter is shown in 
runs on AC, the transformer brought Another drawback of DC systems is Figure 1. It is basically the same as a 
about the use of AC for power that there is no high voltage DC _ rectifier used for DC power supplies, 
distribution systems. AC systems switch. AC switching, on the other except it is designed for three-phase 
were used almost exclusively by the hand, is a highly developed art. power input. The equivalent circuit 

end of the century. A DC system added as part of an for the converter as seen from its DC 
In the last twenty years, many DC AC system will improve overall terminals is shown in Figure 2. It _ 

transmission systems have been built system stability, while a long AC link _ consists of a variable voltage in series 
in various locations around the world, _ will decrease stability. with a resistance. 
and more are under way: why has These different characteristics of A constant current control is 
made this comeback after fifty years ACandDC systems show that the best uSually added to the converter. It 
of dormancy? use of DC is in a long-distance, point- keeps the direct current, Id, within a 

To find out, let’s compare various to-point bulk power transmission few percent of a set current over a 
features of AC and DC systems. system. There are several systems of large range of positive and negative 

The most important comparison to this sort in operation in the United Vd. This means that the power 
make in any engineering decision is States. delivered is proportional to Vd. 

economic. A DC system requires The first one to be built was the The most common type of DC power 
extremely expensive equipment at Northwest-Southwest Intertie, which transmission network is seen in 

each end of the line to convert to and __iga link from The Dalles, Oregon, to Figure 3. This is called a bipolar 
from AC. Although an AC system does Los Angeles. This link takes network, because one line has a 
not need this equipment, AC tran- hydroelectric power generated on the positive polarity, and one line is 
smission line and towers are more Columbia River by the Bonneville negative. Typical values would be 
expensive than DC. DC is two Power Authority (BPA) and tran- Vd=400KV, Id=1 KA. Each half of 
conductor, rather than three. This  smits it eight hundred miles to Los the network operates independently 
means a large cost reduction in Angeles. A second DC link has been from the other half with a ground 

copper, tower, and right-of-way. For _ built from The Dalles to Boulder City, _ return. This way, if one line goes out 
a short line, the total cost for an AC Nevada. of service, the other one can continue 
system is less than that of an There is also a link from Central to transmit power. 
equivalent DC system, but, when the Canada to Minnesota, supplying | Under normal operation, each half 
line is long enough, the AC system Northern States Power. NSP is operates with the same Id. This 
becomes more expensive. constructing another line torun from causes the ground return current to 
Technical considerations are also Minot, N.D. to Minneapolis. Coal that net out to zero, which is a desirable 

tla 

tia i + + =, oo Ea x on 5K = y Ro Tq 
+ {aa Vv 
Va Ep \—_ Va ° Vocos d 

ne Neegg” TS 
Iq 

fr d 

Fig. 1. Bridge converter Fig. 2. Equal circuit 
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feature of any power system. eRe 
Since the current is almost con- Six-Puise 

stant, the power transmitted is ‘tmmnacaine Date nw me Beutes ken isle yee ae 
proportional to the voltage, VD. With jG ovmeaeaet, a0 non a 
VD positive, power is transmitted cee were ay, seam 8 annua) thymir. 98 
from left to right in Figure 3. With VD) ““Gansas. 1976/78 v2 nore se 32 (cable "Pooiaa ane watulatee iain 
negative, power flow is reversed. winter 280 

The Tniversiy of Wiseonem 19a EE in ‘® a That aay 
leader in the DC field. There are two m5, ce, oe Ee 
courses in DC at an undergraduate Sonne, eR a 
level, ECE 539 and ECE 540. 539 isa us 1977 . ~ ees goled and asians 
lecture course on converter theory  “‘Novss/-ovomerk.1976077 me BO ee adi TG 
and 540 is the accompanying “Tyco Sv 100 00800 Oetcabiy§—Trymtonean 518 

laboratory course. cu.t Us. 1978 100 (evernene — TRyTIbe ae 125 
Both of these courses are taught DY. oo. dae ws theme Ee 

Professor D.K. Reitan, who designed yc 1978 ; soo ware aco xo (oles ang Guise 
and built the AC DC Network “Cyne isve1 1800 1198") “500 cee coladlacbssx0 mts 
Simulator. This simulator models the seatee 
Northwest-Southwest Intertie, and - 
has successfully predicted system Ct] Rline 
problems. Dr. E. W. Kimbark, head of r Vv 
the BPA, took the DC courses here at d d 
the University, as did the engineers Pac T.=0 - Pac 
constructing a 1700 Km DC link in — Gee a 
Zaire, which will be the world’s = — [+] 
largest when complete. [+] - . Va 

) ..-Mike Stemper is a May graduate of Rline _ \ 
UW and is presently employed by 
Northern States Power in Min- 

nea polis. Fig. 3. AC-DC link 
ents gsc neater etn tne TE 

LETTERS Especially do I want to thank you and all 
who had a part in getting out this issue for the 
article on the dedication of our new library, 

TO THE and for the honor you have accorded me by 
once again placing me on your cover. I greatly 

EDITOR value the many years of support that I enjoyed 
aes He from the Wisconsin Engineer while serving as 

PILI tt Shr tee ES Dean and the continuing warm relationship 
Pe MN that we enjoy. 
f eZ Best wishes for a most successful year. 

re a ieee SN 

Pe toa se incerely, 
& “a 
a Bniafetafala\=\=)-8 5 Kurt F. Wendt 

deemeemeanmenmanennets iS "DIK 
Seamer eee ere TESTS | wish to express thanks on behalf of the 

ae faculty of the College of Engineering and 
ics cit suini ua myself for the outstanding achievement the 

Wisconsin Engineer staff accomplished in 
preparing the special issue of the Wisconsin 

; ; Engineer about the dedication of the Kurt F. 
Dear Miss Schlict : Wendt Library and the program for Engineers 

Day. This truly was a unique issue and one 
You and your staff are to be commended : : . . 

for the special Engineer’s Day issue of the which should become an historical issue of the 

Wisconsin Engineer. Given an almost im- magazine. 
possible deadline, you produced an attractive Sincerely, 
and highly useful magazine which is W. Robert Marshall 
treasured by me and by many friends and Dean 
alumni of the college. 
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Were looking for 
sineers who never 
gave electricity 

a second thought. 
EOS ae i Pee we 5 

ee al oe ae , 
\3 y 7“ “| 

Pree \ \ % ‘ 

Most people think that at General Electric, our first, Sd \ 
second, third, fourth and fifth thought is electricity. A qs 

Nothing could be further from the truth. Va \ qi 
We did start out as an electrical-equipment company. “SN H y 

And while products that generate, distribute and run on electricity i j 
are still very important to us, we’ve grown into all kinds of interesting 4 i 
business areas. vel y 

Jet engines. Nuclear power. Medical equipment. . He 
Aerospace. Silicones. Carbide products and systems. A Bey TB 
Engineering plastics. Automation systems. : Sh | 
Mass transit. All kinds of businesses. So we ‘ ee eS ; 
need all kinds of engineers. ( ap CO 

Mechanical engineers. Nuclear engineers. yo S CO) { yy / 
Chemical engineers. Civil, aeronautical, and ay > ab 
ceramic engineers. As well as electrical engineers. : ST = U7 

And because GE is made up of so many different ae oO A 
businesses, it’s a great place to start your career. We’re Gwar Oo 
big enough to give you a wide range of opportunities. ( ‘ 
But each of our operations is small enough so you j yy 
have a real chance to be noticed. j 

That’s why we think that even if you never 7 
gave electricity a second thought, your first thought 
should be General Electric. x 

Give it a thought. r ca 

Send for our free careers booklet. Just write (\ \ £8 ag 
General Electric, Educational Communications, ‘og ay ! : 
WID, Fairfield, Connecticut 06431 1 | : 

Progress for People , " 4K 

an GENERAL @® ELECTRIC “ \\ 
An Equal Opportunity Employer. N 4 ae ty 

4 ae \S = j . aS a 

A Sa ee 

i i
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is what we are - - | —_— | 
all about. am 

- oh vt 

Now that you have an engineering de- excellence and advanced design Our company 

gree, we would like to offer you an techniques to fulfill its requirements. representative 

engineering career. Our business is For the imaginative and energetic en- will be on the 

exclusively professional engineering gineer ours is a viable atmosphere in Wisconsin campus, 

with specialization in projects for the which to work. February 24, 1977. 

electric power industry. The oppor- 

| tunities in this field for the graduate 
who truly wants an engineering ca- We have a continuous need for grad- 

reer are signifi uates with bachelor and advanced 
gnificant. . : 

degrees in each of the mechanical, 

‘ 5 , electrical, structural and nuclear dis- 
The power industry is the world’s ciplines 

most important energy producing . [aT ] 

medium, and is a primary source for [ SARGENT % LUNDY \| 

solving serious environmental If an engineering career is your plan, ———Senoinecns|! 

problems. The magnitude of contem- we would like to talk with you. Please 55 E. Monroe St., Chicago, IL 60603 

porary power generation and trans- make an appointment through your 312/269-2000 

mission depends on engineering placement office to interview with us. An equal opportunity employer.



IT’S NOT JUST A JOB i 

IT’S AN ADVENTURE a 

| : nl 5 +) he i: oo x oa 

4 . = TO eg 2 
i a f ( fe en emi | | A eS 

Eerie ae om 3 : | 

ve 5 8 : = A. 
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a | : a, Te See: 
. ae oe or ry Aa a : _ Be a cae ae a3 fe 16 eee 

If you’re just looking for a job, you can probably take your ee. 
pick of thousands. But if you’re also looking for adventure, the NAVAL ROTC AS 
field suddenly narrows. eo 

In the Navy, a job means more than a good paycheck. It = 
means the opportunity to see places like Italy, Spain, Morocco, 1 1 ot 
Hong Kong, the Philippines and Hawaii. It means working on 161 0 U niversity / 
some of the most advanced technical equipment devised by : 
man. It means doing a job that really counts, with others who Avenue ‘ 
count on you to do it. . . 

You'll find that Navy Officers have unequalled opportunities a 
in fields like Nuclear power, Aviation, and Engineering. Early ( * 
responsibility. It’s what being a Navy Officer is all about. If 608) 262-3794 
that’s the kind of job you’re looking for, speak to us. i, 

Special | 
2-Year NROTC Scholarship Programs — 
f Juni d Senior Years 
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